
 

NAM special publication outlines steps
toward making health care systems fully
interoperable

October 12 2018

While health care has made great strides in recent years with the
proliferation of electronic health records (EHRs), establishment of
regional health information exchanges, and development of data
exchange standards and interfaces, interoperability among health care
technologies remains very limited, says a new National Academy of
Medicine (NAM) special publication. The lack of interoperability results
in waste, inefficiency, and clinician burnout, which can contribute to
patient safety risk.

Digital interoperability across clinicians, care units, facilities, and
systems has become more essential because of increasing complexity in
health care, the need for more seamless interfaces among clinicians,
patients and families, and the growing number of clinicians across
disparate specialties that a typical patient sees. Authored by leading
national experts on health information technology, clinical operations,
and health care delivery, the publication outlines steps for health systems
to establish comprehensive, ongoing procurement strategies with system-
wide interoperability by moving away from serial purchases of
individual software and hardware with proprietary interfaces toward
those that will interoperate with others through a vendor-neutral open
platform.

Interoperability is the ability to seamlessly and automatically deliver data
across time and space from and to multiple devices and organizations.
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As of 2016, 96 percent of hospitals and 78 percent of physicians' offices
were using EHRs, the publication says. However, due to lack of
interoperability, information from multiple sources, devices, and
organizations across the care continuum are unable to flow at the right
time, to the right party, and for the right patient. For example, less than
one in three hospitals is able to electronically find, send, receive, and
integrate patient information from another provider, leaving most
providers relying on paper or fax when sending a care summary for
patient discharges or referrals.

Unlike in other industries where computerization has made work easier,
deployment of EHRs in their current state—coupled with growing
requirements for high-quality reporting and regulatory
compliance—create additional work and exacerbate clinician burnout,
the publication says. In addition to staff time spent manually entering
readings, such as vital signs, from a device onto paper or electronic
charts, another common source of inefficiency is time spent manually
programming devices such as infusion pumps. A 2013 report by West
Health Institute estimated that widespread medical device
interoperability could eliminate at least $36 billion of waste in inpatient
settings alone by, for example, reducing redundant testing, reducing
clinician time spent manually entering information, and shortening
length of stay through more timely transmission of critical information,
such as lab tests.

Suboptimal system acquisition processes in the current marketplace
contribute to data silos, hoarding, and blocking, the publication says.
Hospitals and other health care providers purchase systems and
equipment from a variety of different manufacturers, and frequently,
each comes with its own proprietary interface technology. As a result,
most health care providers spend time and money setting up each
technology in a different way, instead of being able to rely on a
consistent means of connectivity. Health care providers also purchase
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technology that will work for their system, without considering the
systems that interact with their own, or the systems that their patients are
connected with. These technologies often cannot transfer data to one
another, resulting in the need for patients and clinicians to expend energy
collecting and collating multiple sets of data.

Although the proportion of patient harm that is directly attributable to
the lack of interoperability is unknown, several common causes of
medical errors, including drug errors, diagnostic errors, and failure to
prevent injury, can partially be addressed by better data exchange among
patients, medical devices, EHRs, and other health technologies.

"To ensure that health care dollars are spent in pursuit of health care
delivery systems reaching desired levels of care quality, safety, and
efficiency, interoperability must be a top priority," said Victor J. Dzau,
president of the National Academy of Medicine. "Only then will the
health care industry begin to create truly integrated care systems that
continuously provide better experiences for clinicians and patients while
achieving better health and health care at a lower cost. The time is now
to realize the true potential of health information technology, and all 
health care organizations have an obligation to see this through so that
future generations will lead better, healthier lives."

The publication contains a technical supplement that details approaches
for health care organizations to ensure interoperability, including
creating an organization-wide steering group, a long-range road map, an
interoperability needs identification process, and a procurement
specification process.

Provided by National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, and
Medicine
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